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Abstract 
The present article describes a therapeutic approach of a child aged 9 years, neurological treated (hydrocephalus and spine bifida) 
and with accentuated notes of autism. The therapeutic approach’s objectives were the harmonization of the object relation along 
with the development of the self-image, the development of the ability to recognize and express verbally the feelings, learning of 
social behaviours, a better social networking. The results of this study case highlight the specificity of the object relations in 
autism in conjunction with the mental and developmental characteristics of the autistic children and suggest useful ways for 
future therapeutic interventions. 
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1. Introduction 
The notion of object comes from Freud’s early scientific theories and refers to something over which the energy 
discharges. The subject uses the object only for searching pleasure, satisfaction and relief. 
The technical term “object” in psychoanalysis is the person or the object you are interesting in meeting a desire. 
The object, being a component in the mental representation of a compulsion, Melanie Klein (1975) argues that there 
are object relations since birth: the baby’s hunger sensation cause bodily and physiological sensations. The child 
experiences these sensations both subjectively and psychologically. Therefore, the internal object is good when the 
warm milk enters the stomach or it is bad when the baby is not satisfied. Within the primitive object relations, the 
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human being reduces the acquired sensory data to an entity motivated unilateral. We call these data partial objects 
(paranoid-schizoid position).  
The  entire  object  forms as  the  nervous  system matures  and the  baby is  able  to  detect  the  real  source  of  his/her  
sensations and understand the social significance of the perceived information.  As the child is able emotionally to 
tolerate the ambivalence towards the object, something from each object - good object and bad object-is present in a 
one object arousing mixed feelings in the self-constellation called depressive position. The notion of partial object 
comes from Abraham (cited in Hinshelwood, 1989). Speaking about the manic-depressive patients, he showed that 
they  have  fantasies  that  they  bite  a  girl’s  nose  or  a  girl’s  breast  who they are  in  love  (partial  incorporation  of  the  
object), a manifestation of the earliest oral forms of love of an object. 
In the writings of Klein’s collaborators appears, as Hinshelwood (1989) noticed, that the distinction between 
outside and inside  can disappear catastrophically if the identification is adhesive, because the projective 
identification cannot be used effectively due to perceived lack of internal space. 
Thomas Ogden (1989) described another object relation: the autistic-contiguous position that is more primitive 
than the paranoid-schizoid position. He describes this position as a primitive psychic organization that operates since 
birth and generates the most elementary forms of human experience. It’s a way sensory dominated where the most 
rudimentary sense of self is built on the touch rhythm (Tustin, 1984) especially at the skin surface (Bick, 1968). At 
this moment self-experience is a non-reflective state that continued the sensory experience derived from the bodily 
needs. These needs become gradually self-needs as a psychological life occurs. That psychological life forms by the 
imaginative development of physical experience (Winnicot, 1956, 2002). 
In the sequence of the therapeutic intervention described further, we will capture aspects of the object relations 
developed by the child with the people around him as well the therapeutic approach developed by the therapist in 
accordance with the suggestions offered by the specialized literature (Rogers, 1998; Dunlap, et al., 2001; Popa, 
2006). Andrew is now a nine-year old child who goes to a school in the first grade. He goes to school accompanied 
and he‘s assisted during the classes by a psycho-pedagogue teacher. He can read, write and calculate since he was 
five years. He has recently developed the preference for History and Religion. During the classes, he focuses on the 
topics those interests him. An itinerant teacher helps him to remain in his bank and fulfil the school tasks. The child 
comes to the therapy sessions once a week except holidays and the periods of illness. 
2. The presentation of the therapeutic interaction 
Andrew is slamming the door, leaving his mother’s hand and abandoning himself into my arms like in an ocean. 
He is hugging me. He is ready to burst into tears. He slowly is settling and remains in an undifferentiated state trying 
to appease his pulsating turmoil.  
I cannot say anything, petting him gently on the back, breathing together for a short time in the same rhythm; he 
is holding his head down on my shoulder.  
I am feeling him now quieter and I am trying to remove him from me piece by piece. It is very difficult because 
he does not want it. I am supporting him to sit down. 
His thin body seems lankier in his wide summer clothes, which allow his extremities to dangle easily exactly as 
the extremities of a screwed wooden puppet can move.  
His beautiful face with blue eyes, usually less expressive, is tightening now in a rectus of pain and shyness and 
accompanying with his palms, that hiding after another, these words: 
“I miss her so much (and pointing to his chest, he continued)”It hurts here.” 
In the memory of the old times (we have been working together for five years), when I was striving to help him 
to  realize  what  is  around  him  and  use  words  to  label  his  own  moods  and  behaviours,  I’m  asking  him:  “  Is  it  a  
physical or a spiritual pain? He is putting his head in his chest and he is answering in a slow and prolonged 
whimpered: “It is a spiritual pain.”I am waiting for his explanations, but he is telling me nothing. I am feeling like 
he wants me to continue. 
Andrew rarely initiates a conversation. He starts a conversation only if he is in an exuberant context.  I am feeling 
like he wants me to help him and to talk about his problem. Actually he wants me to talk about it and he as usual to 
stop on the desired and to ask me repeatedly:”How, how?” or “when, when?” or to urge me: “Tell me it! Tell me it!”  
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Sometimes, in such a time of mental or affective digestion, he surprises me with questions such as: “Have you 
got Zanusi?” or “Why is he bald?” calling in his memory the last image when he felt he was protected and sure of 
himself in relations to others. This picture is like a curtain that he pulls on the stage where he is in order to protect 
himself from his strong unknown emotions. By repetitive formulas, whose answers he cannot hear and repeating the 
same question repeatedly, he tries to cope with his emotions. 
He is sitting on my stool now. I am asking him “Could we know who caused this suffering?” He is smiling me 
accomplice, hopping on his chair and he is crying, “Tell me it! Tell me it!” 
I: “I could assume that your mother.” 
He: “No, no, go on.” 
I:  “Is he or she a member in your family, a friend, a foreigner?” 
He: “No, tell me! Who is the person?” 
I: “I don’t know!” 
He: “You know it, the one that has the package.” 
I: “She is the girl who has the package in front of her”. 
 “The one who has the package in front of her” is a classmate. He likes her very much and he suffers severely 
when the girl doesn’t come to school or during the holiday because he can’t see her. This is not the first sympathy 
for a person of the opposite sex. He also loved a girl when he was in the kindergarten and he suffered very much 
when they broke up. Now his pain is more intense and more complex, it is sometimes even obsessive. His impulses 
are so strong that he fails to say her name, he uses the acronym that he made before the winter holiday, when his 
mother, at his suggestion, gave him a package with cakes to offer to the girl and he put it in front of her without 
words in the dining room. The girl replies politely to his clumsy gestures of courtesy.  
He is  active  when she  is  in  the  classroom and obtains  top  marks  but  when she  lacks  Andrew is  uninterested  in  
what happens in class and he does not want to stay in school. To endure easier the periods when she misses from his 
life, Andrew watches many times a video that represents the girl at a skating competition and he wants to have 
commentators.  
In our meetings, the relationship with the girl returned in various forms: he told me about her, he drew her, he 
described her, he wrote her letters and he offered her small presents. 
I took advantage of his willingness to work for that girl, in order to help him to improve his lexica-graphic and 
artistic skills and to acquire new knowledge. For example, during a session, Andrew, hopping on the chair and 
clapping his hands, invited me to accompany in breaking the girl’s name in syllables. For him, this is a way to 
express his affection towards a person. He reached this new notion extending an affective behaviour on a concept 
with which I had just worked. He made this association by the audible resonance. At the end of a therapy session, in 
which we learnt to spell the words, when I wanted to say him “Goodbye!” he said me “we split spelling”. Then, he 
began to spell his name, my name, his mother’s name and so on. Of course, the general laughter played the role of 
strengthening of the new concept. Actually, the process was an acquisition of control, trying to cope with a painful 
process-the separation. He used a form of protection characteristic for autistic person- echolalia. 
During the same session, Andrew invited me to make vocalizations with the syllables of the girl’s name. He 
accompanied me with a slender, but determined voice, dancing in the room. Suddenly, he longed on the carpet, 
facedown. He was exhausted. He asked me to make a pizza on his back. I used this game when he was a child in 
order to relax him and to develop his vocabulary. 
I gently touched his back with different types of movements, characteristic for each ingredient that I announced 
that I would include. Before to put the pizza in the oven (a warm blow with my mouth) he said “And on my bottom, 
please!” I touched also his bottom and then I simulated that I put other ingredients on his chubby bottom (filled with 
pampers which secure his urination). Suddenly he said me “ready, I want to eat.” That sentence announced the end 
of the session. 
3. Reviews 
He often uses this announcement to escape from a started task that he considers very difficult or to evade a boring 
activity. He even eats absorbed by several types of food that he accepts, making supplies in his cheeks and fluttering 
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“the strip”, he doesn’t fix hear anything, anyone, he doesn’t hear anything, he seems like absorbed by that huge 
ocean. He often draws the ocean in our meetings and he merges with the tumult and the density of the wave. The 
“strip” is another means of defence against the strong anguish that overwhelms him. He has already tried to fight 
against his anxiety. Among the most unpleasant things about which he wrote that he endures at school was that he 
couldn’t play with strip. Both in the case of the described meeting (when the erotic instinct was growing and needed 
urgent downloaded and my exercises that I was directed to carry as a docile instrument intensified his arousal 
exceeding his content capacity), and in other cases, the regression at the primary oral stage ensures complete oral 
satisfaction by ingestion of food. 
He  didn’t  look  at  me  at  all  during  the  sessions  and  he  didn’t  say  my  name.  He  was  very  absorbed  by  his  
relationship with the object of his current attraction-the girl and I was as a strip, I was just a glimpse of an object that 
had once been and he allowed me to be there only to meet his needs “now and here.” 
At first he worked with me the same labour, byes were always painful and I had to promise him that I’ll review. 
Once, before a holiday, he bit my hand deeper and told me he wanted to take a piece of me with him over the 
holiday. In order to help him I decided to borrow him toys between the sessions. Those toys played the role of the 
transactional objects, but over time I have continued to formulate playful and creative-expressive requirements, 
evolving during the internalizing labour to the symbolism and thus reaching some educational objectives. 
If we refer to the relationship between Andrew and his mother, we could say that she is with him everywhere, 
next to him day and night. She goes with him to the kindergarten, to school, to the therapists. She is very optimistic 
and can fully enjoy each child's success. The child has a sense of humour and when he is “present“  he makes some 
surprising remarks and he tests our ability to understand his capacity to receive such diverse information.  Mother 
claimed the child’s narcissism, his sense of omnipotence, he feels the most important person in his family. Mother 
belongs  only  to  the  child;  she  exists  only  to  satisfy  the  child’s  needs.  On  the  other  hand  he  lives  a  sense  of  
undifferentiated and he completely abandons when he is in the presence of his mother, he exposes himself to 
physical injury. Injuring himself the child wants to send his mother the next message “You have to take care of my 
body. When I’m around you I like hitting myself or crushing my fingers.  I want to punish you my mother because I 
know you suffer as much as I.” 
Lately he also discovered his Dad. Before, when he was asked about his father, he was describing him as a label, 
not as a person. He didn’t know anything about his father. He couldn’t answer to these questions: “Where is your 
father?”; “What does he do?” and so on. 
In a meeting, we talked about systems, about the familial system at the animals, at the people. He was impressed 
by the cow family and by the name of every member, respectively father-ox, mother-cow and children-calves. The 
next session, until we enter the psychotherapy practice, “Where is my ox?  Where is my ox?” The mother whispered 
me that the ox was his father. During the last week, he called his father “my dear ox” and his mother “my dear cow”. 
This information led me in that meeting to talk about the solar system. During that session, his father became “my 
dear sun”, his mother became “my dear moon” and his brothers became planets from the solar system. Now he 
sleeps with his Dad, freeing the mother of this obligation. He turned his Dad into a secure shelter and he forced him 
to adopt a comfortable sleep position for him. His father has to sleep on the right side with the elbow flexed; the 
father’s elbow plays the role of the pillow for him and the father’s left hand has to include the child in a protective 
way. If this comfortable bedding tended to ventilate, the baby would wake up soon and would go in search of it. He 
would tyrannically bring his father into the initial position because he represents for him an object of strict necessity. 
In  this  case  the  father  is  perceived as  a  kind  of  womb,  as  a  mother.  He plays  the  role  of  protection  and instant  
gratification. The gender gap is not present, the less the Oedipus complex. Sometimes, the relations with the parents 
and with me have still the characteristics described in the specialised literature (Ogden, 1989; Dunlap, et al., 2001) 
in the autistic-contiguous position. 
4. Conclusions 
Referring to this case, we can observe Andrew’s evident tendency to monitor his impulses and to socialize, to 
make symbolic and information transfers what encourages the current therapeutic approach.  
His delicate somatic constitution, encumbered by neurological conditions, removed us from the strict behavioural 
therapeutic approaches, choosing contextual experiential and psychoanalytic approaches. These approaches allowed 
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us to explore his actual physical resources and to develop a psychological structure as cohesive and adaptable as 
possible that enables a favourable prognosis of his evolution. 
The therapeutic approach reached both, the psychological and psycho-pedagogical objectives, respectively the 
harmonization of the object relation along with the development of the self-image, the development of the ability to 
recognize and express verbally the feelings, learning of social behaviours. 
The description of the therapeutic intervention’s sequence highlights the specificity of the object relations 
development in autism and serves as an empirical base for many possible ways of therapeutic intervention in order 
to support the psychological development of the autistic children. 
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